Online Learning Communities

The following list includes all active projects.

You may also access past projects.

- **MSPnet III** —
  
  **Principal Investigator:** Joni Falk and Brian Drayton  
  **Funders:** National Science Foundation  
  **Website:** http://hub.mspnet.org/

  This 5 year-grant will support the continuing design, development and maintenance of MSP.net—to include MSPnet’s technical development; content and online media creation; outreach, dissemination, and community facilitation efforts; and research and evaluation efforts. More »

- **NSF INCLUDES Conference — Collaborative Research: Envisioning Impact** —
  
  **Principal Investigator:** Joni Falk  
  **Funders:** The National Science Foundation

  This conference will inform the design of “backbone” organizations for the NSF INCLUDES … More »

- **The Research and Practice Collaboratory** —
  
  **Principal Investigator:** Joni Falk  
  **Funders:** National Science Foundation  
  **Website:** http://researchandpractice.org

  The Exploratorium, in collaboration with University of Colorado in Boulder; University of Washington in Seattle; Education Development Center in Waltham, Massachusetts; Inverness Research of California, and TERC have formed a Research+Practice Collaboratory to strengthen connections between research and More »